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A kinetic equation is derived which describes helicon interaction in an electron-hole plasma. The 
turbulence spectrum is found on the basis of dimension considerations. The effect of the helicons 
on the carrier drift velocity induced by a stationary electric field is considered. 

1. It is well known that in a nonequilibrium electron
hole plasma in a magnetic field, there exist weakly 
damped electromagnetic oscillations, called helicons. 
These oscillations become unstable in the presence of 
a carrier drift, which can occur, for example, under the 
influence of a constant electric field. The initial stage 
of development of the instability is described by a linear 
theory[ 1' 2l. The limitation of the wave amplitude and the 
nature of the stationary state in the plasma are usually 
determined by nonlinear effects of the interactions be
tween the waves and charged particles. Such a plasma 
state, in which a large number of collective degrees of 
freedom is excited, is turbulent[ 3 l. Since the thermal 
motion of the charged particles is unimportant in the 
propagation of helicons, it is natural to expect that the 
processes of decay and merging of the helicons will 
play the dominant role (it is known that helicons have a 
decay spectrum [41 ). 

In the present paper we consider a turbulent plasma 
that represents a system of interacting helicons. The 
interaction is assumed to be quite small (weak turbu
lence). This allows one to write down the equation for 
helicons following the method proposed in the paper by 
Galeev and Karpman[5l_ It is assumed that the weak 
turbulence[ 8' 9l, like the usual hydrodynamic turbu
lencer6•71, is localized. On this basis we find the spec
trum of helicon turbulence and evaluate the influence of 
helicons on the constant carrier drift velocity. 

2. The following equations are used for the descrip
tion of the wave interaction: 

4rr 1 aH 
rotH=-j, rotE=---, divH=O, i=~eaNa.va., 

c c at 

maVaVa = eaE + ea {[va0H] + [v"Ho] + [vaH]}, 
c 

divv"= 0. 
(1 )* 

Here E and H are the alternating fields; Na, ma, ea, 
va, and va are respectively the concentration, effec
tive mass, charge, effective collision frequency, and 
velocity of electrons (a =e) and holes (a= h); H0 is 
the constant magnetic field; v~ is the constant velocity 
of the carrier drift (v~ = eaEo/mava). In the equation 
of motion the inertial term is omitted, as the wave fre
quency is assumed to be small in comparison with the 
collision frequency. 

It is convenient to rewrite the system of equations 
(1) in the following way: 

aH c(H0 V)rotH rot[iH] c 
(uo'V)H+----rot~ Na:v"m"v", (2) 

eN eN LJ at 4neN 
" 

where 

N=N;-Ne, 

Followingr4 • 51 , we represent all the variable quanti
ties appearing in (2) in the form: 

where Ck is the slowly varying amplitude of the har
monic with wave vector k and frequency w; hk is a 
solution of Eq. (2) with the dissipative and nonlinear 
terms neglected, 

ckk,Ho 
w-kuo=+--

z - 4neN' Vka= 
k,Ho 

(4) 

If dissipation is not included, the system of equations 
(1) has an integral of motion (energy conservation law) 

I H' lhkl' .l -dv = const = ~ ICkl'--. 
8n k 8n 

(5) 

Assuming that I hk l2/8n = I w - kzJ.l.o I is the energy of 
the helicon, the square of the amplitude modulus, 
I Ck 12, can be interpreted as the number of helicons in 
k space. 

Inserting expression (3) into (2) and integrating over 
d3r, we obtain the equation for the amplitudes 

iJCk C . ~ V C C "(w- ' ")t at='Y~t k-z..:::.J kk'k" k' k"e 1 ro-<U , 

c2k2 4n(k,uo-w) 
'Vk =- 4ne2N2 ~ m,.N"v" + k,Ho2 ,. 

NeNhvo ~ m"v" 
X---=--

N' 

(6) 

(7) 

2:rtieN ( ro" w' ) , , , , 
vkk'k"= cHo'k,' k,,---,;; l"8nl(w-k,uoHw -k,uo)(w -k, Uo)l 

(k,uo- w) ) 
X I k I ( ak[ak•ad), (8 

zUo-{J} 

a.,cH0k,(kl-- k2) 

cH0k.,k,'- 4nieNky(k,uo- w) 

cHokyk,2 + 4nieNk.,(k,uo- w) 
au= a., cH0k.,k.'- 4nieNky(k,uo- w) · 

(9) 
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Here Yk is the growth rate (or attenuation rate), and 
Vkk'k" is the matrix element for helicon scattering. 

It is necessary to note that two types of helicons 
exist in a plasma in a constant electric field; fast 
(w > kzJ.Lo) and slow (w < kzJ.Lo). As is clear from 
formula (7), only slow helicons can be amplified in a 
constant field. Thus in the following we shall be con
cerned with the interaction of slow helicons. We assume 
that the phases of the oscillation amplitudes, correspond
ing to various k, are distributed completely randomly 
(just such a state is turbulent). Using this assumption 
we obtain the kinetic equation in the form [5] 

k',k" 

Here nk = I Ck 12 is the number of helicons with 
w = kzJ.Lo- cHokkz/41TeN, 

cz 
'Yh =- ak2+ ~k, a=- 4ne'N' ~ maNa.va., 

cN.Nn ~ 
~ = eNZHo vo LJ ma.Va.. 

The summation runs over positive k (w > 0). 

(10) 

(11) 

Equation (10) is subject to the energy conservation 
law 

:t ) I oo - k,uo I n11.d3k = 2 ) 'VA I oo - k,uo I nhd3k. (12) 

The size of the system, d, is assumed to be sufficiently 
large that boundary effects are unimportant. This con
dition is fulfilled for d » dmin = 2a/{J ~ cHo/21Tjo. 
Thus for j0 ~ 105 A/ cm2 and Ho ~ 103 Oe we obtain 
dmin ~ 1/201T em. 

3. It is impossible, of course, to find the solution of 
(10) in a general form. Certain qualitative statements 
concerning the relation nk = nk(k) can be made using 
the hypothesis of the localization of the weak turbulence, 
i.e., the assumption that the interaction is strong only 
if the space scaling lengths involved are of the same 
orderr 6 - 91 • 

As is shown in[ 8• 9 l, the weak turbulence determined 
by wave interaction processes has properties that are 
quite analogous to those of the usual hydrodynamic 
turbulencer6 ' 7 l. It also appears that in the case of weak 
turbulence, a domain of wave vectors can exist (an in
ertial domain or a domain of complete equilibrium) in 
which the spectrum of turbulence is determined only by 
the flux of energy in the direction of the larger k. 

This result was obtained from the analysis of the 
exact solution of the kinetic equation describing the in
teraction of plasmons raJ or the interaction of capillary 
waves[9 l. This proves the localization of the weak 
turbulence in this case. 

Although the localization of weak turbulence has not 
proved in general, the dimensional considerations de
veloped inr 8• 9 l for weak turbulence are apparently cor
rect for helicons. 

We first consider the problem of the evolution in 
time of a packet of helicons in the absence of a constant 

electric field. The attenuation of helicons is propor
tional to k2. This means that the dissipative term in 
the kinetic equation is important only at large k. The 
range of influence of the dissipative term is to be de
termined from the condition akfn(Kl) ~ (anjat)st· 

We now go from summation to integration in the 
kinetic equation. Then the main term of the kinetic 
equation is of the order 

(!!!:__) ~ ~ k•n~~.', oo ~ k2, V ~ k•; 
at st 0011. 

the term anjat is of the order n/T, where T is the 
characteristic time of the "nonlinear" attenuation. 
Clearly the term anjat is important at small k. Thus 
the entire wave vector space can be broken up into 
three domains; energy-containing domain (k ~ ko, 
anjat ~ V2wi{1k3nk ), attenuation domain (k ~ k1 ), and 
intermediate (inertial) domain (ko < k < k1, (anjat)st 
~ 0). 

Let the packet fill the energy-containing domain, 
k ~ k0 , at the initial time. The helicons "diffuse," as 
a result of interaction, to the intermediate domain and 
from there to the attenuation domain, where the dissi
pation of energy (the absorption of helicons) occurs. 
A helicon energy flux p toward larger k results, and 
in the inertial domain the spectral density nk is deter
mined by the value of the flux only. This interval is a 
domain of complete equilibrium. The energy flux p, 
i.e., the amount of energy flowing out of the energy
containing domain, is 

i an~~. 
p = J oo~~.-d3k ~ vzn,.,2k08 = const, 

k-11., at 
(13) 

where nk0 is the density of particles in the energy
containing domain. The form of p should be the same 
in the inertial domain as well, so that we obtain the 
energy spectrum 

p''• p''• 
n11. ~ k"Vc::.ki, e~~. = oo11.n11.k2 ~ p''•k-'. (14) 

We now estimate k~o The order of magnitude of the 
dissipative term is ynk ~ ap112k1\ and the order of 
(anjat)st ~ pk15 ; hence 1k1 ~ p112 a-1. 

In the energy-containing domain, ankofat 
~ V~iln-k/wk0 holds. From this condition we obtain 
nk ~ nko i'/t; i.e., the number of helicons is inversely 
proportional to the time. The characteristic time of 
nonlinear damping, T - 1/nk0k6, can be determined 
from the condition e/T ~ p, where E ~ Wk0k~nk0 is the 
total energy of the wave packet. The criterion for 
existence of the inertial domain, k1 >> k0 , can be re
duced to the condition 1/T » akg, i.e., in the domain 
k0 , the nonlinear damping 1/T should be larger than 
the "viscous" damping akg. The size of k1 (the width 
of the inertial domain) is determined by the quantity of 
helicons in the energy-containing domain (i.e., by the 
initial energy of the wave packet) and by the collisions 
of the carriers. As the number of helicons decreases, 
the flux of helicon energy diminishes and the inertial 
domain narrows. The kinetic equation itself is valid 
for Wk0 » 1/ T. It should be noted that in the inertial 
domain the kinetic equation has a solution nk 
= const./w (the Rayleigh-Jeans distribution). However, 
it turns out then that the dissipative term is smaller 
than the collision term (anjat)st for arbitrarily large 
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k. This leads to the divergence of the integral deter
mining the total energy, i.e., the Rayleigh-Jeans dis
tribution cannot be realized in this case. 

4. We are now going to consider the influence of the 
constant electric field. As is clear from (11 ), the 
generation of waves occurs only at small k, i.e., in the 
energy-containing domain. It is clear that in the sta
tionary state the outflow of helicons from that domain 
should be compensated by the generation of helicons. 
Thus in the energy-containing domain, k ~ ko, the 
following condition is satisfied: 

~konk, ~ V2ko'n•( / I w - k,uo I· 
The energy flux is 

p = ~ ~k I w - k,u0 1 n,d'k ~ V2k'n•2 

(15) 

and the turbulence spectrum in the inertial domain is 
determined by (14), as before. The dissipation of en
ergy occurs at k ~ k1 ~ p112 a-1. The order of nk in 
the energy-containing domain can be estimated from 
the condition (15): 

Hence p = /3 2; i.e., the energy flux is determined by 
the strength of the constant electric field. So, in the 
entire wave vector space, ko < k < k1, the following 
condition is fulfilled: 

~ '\'>lw-k,u0 ln•d'k= ~ ~klw-k,u0 ln•d'k 
k=ha 

(16) 

i.e., the total energy of the system is conserved. The 
above formulas are true under the condition wk 
f3ko » ak~. 0 

The drift velocity of the carriers is involved in the 
damping and in the dispersion relation. We now esti
mate the influence of the helicons on the constant 
carrier drift velocity (the electric field is fixed). To 
do this we use the system of equations (1 ), from which 

we determine Vz, the velocity of electrons with non
linear terms taken into account, and then we perform 
the volume averaging. We obtain the result, 

Va(l) = Va(O) + _1 ~ IC•Iz{ ~- Va(O)) ( lhxl2 + lh,l2). (17) 
Ho2 k ·. k, 

We assume for simplicity that the mobility of the elec
trons is far higher than that of the holes (melle 
« mkvk ). Then, using relation (15 ), we obtain 

v,(lli:::< eEo ( 1- Nh..!..!:_); Wh= eHo. (18 ) 
m,v, N Wh mhc 

Thus there occurs an increase in the electron collision 
frequency, Veff ~ Ve( 1 + NkVk/Nwk), and a decrease in 
the drift velocity of the electron conductivity. 

The author thanks V. E. Zakharov for valuable ad
vice. 
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